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                                                                         Introduction 

This Climate Change Reader has been developed for participants in the U.S.-China Future Leaders 

Summer Program to better understand the background and scope of the issue prior to arrival at UC 

San Diego. Please read this introduction and section 2 Vocabulary and 3 Readings before arrival, we will 

cover the remaining material during the program.  

 

                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                    

                                      
                                        Reuters 

Governments around the world voiced concern after United States President Donald 

Trump announced that he would pull the U.S. out of the Paris Climate Agreement on 

June 1, 2017.  Previously, President Barack Obama and President Xi Jinping had pushed 

for ratification of the accord and made this apparent in their U.S.-China Joint 

Announcement on Climate Change (2015) and efforts to ratify the Paris Agreement in 

2016.   As an answer to the absence of U.S. leadership, various subnational entities 

have started to fill the vacuum.  California Governor Jerry Brown’s U.S. Climate 

Alliance made up of state governors committed to staying the course on the Paris 

Agreement and former New York Mayor, Michael Bloomberg’s “We Are Still In”, 

which include states, cities, counties and businesses, are just two examples of entities 

that have responded to President Trump’s decision to leave the agreement.    

  

For his part, President Xi Jinping has emerged as a global leader in clean energy 

solutions and promises to uphold China’s commitment to the Paris Agreement.  To that 

end, President Xi and California Governor Jerry Brown have signed an agreement to 

work together to reduce greenhouse emissions.  China intends to learn from California 

as a model for clean energy, while California intends to tap into China’s advancements 

in electric vehicles.  With this kind of U.S.-China bilateral cooperation on climate change 

and clean energy there is reason for optimism apart from the Paris Accord.  

 



As of the November 2017 meeting of the United Nations Climate Change Conference 

(COP23) in Bonn, Germany, hosted by the country of Fiji, the United States became the 

lone country that stated it would not sign on to the 2015 Paris Agreement.  Regardless, 

countries moved forward with implementation guidelines for the Agreement.  

 

Effects of global warming have already prompted scientists to predict an increase in 

extreme weather events like those seen in the severity of 2017 – 2018 hurricanes, 

wildfires, flooding and droughts.  Evidence of serious ice melt in the Artic, Antarctic, 

and Greenland has the potential to threaten coastal cities globally, with unprecedented 

sea level rise.  This in turn has scientists and social scientists involved in a great debate 

of managed retreat versus defense/fortification of existing coastal cities.  

 

How will U.S.- China bilateral leadership work together to address the urgent and 

complex concerns of climate change?  For example, how can they model partnerships in 

climate research, reduction of greenhouse emissions as specified in the Paris 

Agreement, attend to concerns of public health, and encourage innovation in 

technologies and urban design necessary to preserve planet Earth?   
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                                    1.  Videos 
 
Explanatory film on the World Climate Conference COP23, The Federal Environment 
Ministry - BMU, (2:02) 

 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2FTRGWQlViQ 

 

Head of UN Environment China:  Beijing Shows Leadership in Honoring Paris 

Accord, CGTN (3:22) 

 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=anJWfoUqxK4 
 
 
Gov. Jerry Brown: Trump’s Move to Reject Paris Agreement Hurts America and Will Cost 
jobs, PBS News Hour (6:33) 
 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uRudZX9Zshc&t=40s 
 

 
Bloomberg Says US Cities, Firms Will Honor Climate Pact, AFPNews, (0:53) 

http://www.bmu.de/en/english/
http://www.bmu.de/en/english/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2FTRGWQlViQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=anJWfoUqxK4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uRudZX9Zshc&t=40s


https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tLF4WvDdg6A 

 
 
President Xi Eyes Bigger Role for California in China US Cooperation, CCTV (2:02) 

 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=p3NmtTT7fRo 

 
 
Climate Change 101 with Bill Nye, National Geographic (4:09) 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EtW2rrLHs08&t=28s 

 

Climate Change:  It’s Real, It’s Serious.  And It’s Up to Us to Solve It, National 

Geographic (1:56) 

 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ok8rMT2KCy0 

 

Sea Level Rise:  Miami and Atlantic City Fight to Stay above Water, The Guardian 

(7:42)  

 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yAKZaQkWSIo 

 

NASA – A Year in the Life of Earth’s CO2, NASA Goddard (3:10) 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=x1SgmFa0r04 

 

 

Tesla Energy is Getting Serious – A Battery Powered World? ColdFusion (9:14) 
 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=R5wqzsg1bQY&t=34s 

 
 

War on Smog Clears Beijing Skies, Financial Times (2:04)  
 
 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bzSidXcH050 
 
 

Antarctic ice is melting faster than ever: scientists, Man vs Wild (4:49) 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RDgN_hMyjuw 

 

 

The Climate Change Experiment, The Economist (5:20)   Geoengineering 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BTncjs89l-s 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tLF4WvDdg6A
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=p3NmtTT7fRo
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EtW2rrLHs08&t=28s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ok8rMT2KCy0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yAKZaQkWSIo
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=x1SgmFa0r04
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=R5wqzsg1bQY&t=34s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bzSidXcH050
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RDgN_hMyjuw
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RDgN_hMyjuw
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BTncjs89l-s


Global Climate Action Summit, September 2018 – California Governor Jerry Brown  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8ny8NY7Lp5Y 

 
       

 

                                                        2. Vocabulary Terms    

 

 

KEY TERMS YOU NEED TO KNOW TO UNDERSTAND CLIMATE 

CHANGE 

 
1. CARBON DIOXIDE (CO2) 

The chemical compound carbon dioxide (also known by its shorthand CO2) is the primary 

greenhouse gas and driver of climate change. It’s an integral part of life cycles on earth, 

produced through animal respiration (including human respiration) and absorbed by plants to 

fuel their growth, to name just two ways. Human activities are drastically altering the carbon 

cycle in many ways. Two of the most impactful are: one, by burning fossil fuels and adding more 

carbon dioxide into the atmosphere; and two, by affecting the ability of natural sinks (like 

forests) to remove carbon dioxide from the atmosphere. 

 

2. GREENHOUSE GAS 

A greenhouse gas is a chemical compound found in the Earth’s atmosphere, such as carbon 

dioxide, methane, water vapor, and other human-made gases. These gases allow much of the 

solar radiation to enter the atmosphere, where the energy strikes the Earth and warms the surface. 

Some of this energy is reflected back towards space as infrared radiation. A portion of this 

outgoing radiation bounces off the greenhouse gases, trapping the radiation in the atmosphere in 

the form of heat. The more greenhouse gas molecules there are in the atmosphere, the more heat 

is trapped, and the warmer it will become. 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8ny8NY7Lp5Y
http://www.eia.gov/oiaf/1605/ggccebro/chapter1.html


3. EMISSIONS 
In the climate change space, emissions refer to greenhouse gases released into the air that are 

produced by numerous activities, including burning fossil fuels, industrial agriculture, and 

melting permafrost, to name a few. These gases cause heat to be trapped in the atmosphere, 

slowly increasing the Earth’s temperature over time.  

A greenhouse gas is a chemical compound found in the Earth’s atmosphere, such as carbon 

dioxide, methane, water vapor, and other human-made gases. These gases allow much of the 

solar radiation to enter the atmosphere, where the energy strikes the Earth and warms the surface. 

Some of this energy is reflected back towards space as infrared radiation. A portion of this 

outgoing radiation bounces off the greenhouse gases, trapping the radiation in the atmosphere in 

the form of heat. The more greenhouse gas molecules there are in the atmosphere, the more heat 

is trapped, and the warmer it will become. 

 

4. WEATHER VS CLIMATE 

It’s all about timing when it comes to differentiating weather and climate. Weather refers to 

atmospheric conditions in the short term, including changes in temperature, humidity, 

precipitation, cloudiness, brightness, wind, and visibility. 

While the weather is always changing, especially over the short term, climate is the average of 

weather patterns over a longer period of time (usually 30 or more years). So the next time you 

hear someone question climate change by saying, “You know it’s freezing outside, right?” you 

can gladly explain the difference between weather and climate.  

 

5. GLOBAL WARMING VS CLIMATE CHANGE 

Many people use these two terms interchangeably, but we think it’s important to acknowledge 

their differences. Global warming is an increase in the Earth’s average surface 

temperature from human-made greenhouse gas emissions. 

On the other hand, climate change refers to the long-term changes in the Earth’s climate, or 

a region on Earth, and includes more than just the average surface temperature. For example, 

http://www.eia.gov/oiaf/1605/ggccebro/chapter1.html
http://www.nasa.gov/mission_pages/noaa-n/climate/climate_weather.html


variations in the amount of snow,  sea levels, and sea ice can all be consequences of climate 

change. 

 

6. FOSSIL FUELS 
Fossil fuels are sources of non-renewable energy, formed from the remains of living organisms that were 
buried millions of years ago. Burning fossil fuels like coal and oil to produce energy is where the 
majority of greenhouse gases originate. As the world has developed and demand for energy has grown, 
we’ve burned more fossil fuels, causing more greenhouse gases to be trapped in the atmosphere and air 
temperatures to rise 
 
 

7. SEA-LEVEL RISE  

Sea-level rise as it relates to climate change is caused by two major factors. First, more water is 

released into the ocean as glaciers and land ice melts. Second, the ocean expands as ocean 

temperatures increase. Both of these consequences of climate change are accelerating sea-level 

rise around the world, putting millions of people who live in coastal communities at risk. 
 
 

 
 

 

8. GLOBAL AVERAGE TEMPERATURE 

http://www3.epa.gov/climatechange/basics/
http://climate.nasa.gov/vital-signs/sea-level/


Global average temperature is a long-term look at the Earth’s temperature, usually over the 

course of 30 years, on land and sea. Because weather patterns vary, causing temperatures to be 

higher or lower than average from time to time due to factors like ocean processes, cloud 

variability, volcanic activity, and other natural cycles, scientists take a longer-term view in order 

to consider all of the year-to-year changes. 

 

 
9. RENEWABLE ENERGY 

Renewable energy is energy that comes from naturally replenished resources, such as sunlight, 

wind, waves, and geothermal heat. By the end of 2014, renewables were estimated to make up 

almost 28% of the world’s power generating capacity, enough to supply almost 23% of global 

electricity. Because renewables don’t produce the greenhouse gases driving climate change, 

shifting away from fossil fuels to renewables to power our lives will put us on the path to a safe, 

sustainable planet for future generations. 

 

10. COP AND UNFCCC 

These two abbreviations are best described together as they work hand-in-hand. The United 

Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change (UNFCCC) is an environmental treaty that 

nations joined in 1992, with the goal of stabilizing greenhouse gas concentrations in the 

atmosphere at a level that would prevent dangerous human interference with the climate system. 

Meanwhile, the Conference of the Parties (COP) to the UNFCCC is a yearly international 

climate conference where nations assess progress and determine next steps for action through the 

UNFCCC treaty. This year marks the 21st Conference of the Parties (COP 21), which will be 

held in Paris beginning November 30. Here, a historic global agreement to reduce greenhouse 

gas emissions is on the table and, if passed, will mark a landmark achievement in the fight 

against climate change. 

 



 

 

 

11. INDC 

INDC stands for “Intended Nationally Determined Contribution.” In preparation for the UN 

climate talks later this year, countries have outlined what actions they intend to take beginning in 

2020 under a proposed global climate agreement. These plans are known as INDCs, which will 

play a big part in moving us forward on the path toward a low-carbon, clean energy future. 

 

12. IPCC 

IPCC is the acronym for the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change. First set up in 1988 

under two UN organizations, the IPCC surveys the research on climate change happening all 

around the world and reports to the public about the current state of our scientific knowledge. 

 

13. PPM 

PPM stands for “parts per million,” which is a way of expressing the concentration of one 

component in the larger sample. Climate scientists and activists use the term to describe the 

concentration of pollutants, like carbon dioxide or methane, in the atmosphere. Many scientists 

agree that carbon dioxide levels should be at 350 PPM to be considered safe; we’re at about 400 

PPM right now and this number is growing by approximately 2 PPM each year. 

 

14. PRE-INDUSTRIAL LEVELS OF CARBON DIOXIDE 

Pre-industrial levels of carbon dioxide refers to carbon dioxide concentration in the atmosphere 

prior to the start of the Industrial Revolution. Scientists estimate these pre-industrial levels were 

about 280 PPM, well below where we are today. 

 

http://co2now.org/current-co2/co2-now/
http://co2now.org/current-co2/co2-now/


 

 

15. METHANE 

Methane is a chemical compound that’s the main component of natural gas, a common fossil fuel 

source. Just like carbon dioxide, methane is a greenhouse gas that traps heat in the atmosphere. 

Methane accounts for about 10 percent of all US greenhouse gas emissions (using 2013 figures), 

second only to carbon dioxide.  

Many people don’t understand the negative effects of methane as an alternative to other fossil fuels. 

While methane doesn’t stay in the atmosphere as long as carbon dioxide, it absorbs 84 times more 

heat, making it very harmful to the climate.  

 

 
16. MITIGATION 

Mitigation refers to an action that will reduce or prevent greenhouse gas emissions, such as 

planting trees in order to absorb more CO2. It can also include developing and deploying new 

technologies, using renewable energies like wind and solar, or making older equipment more 

energy efficient. 

 

Source:  The Climate Reality Project, OCTOBER 27, 2015 

 

 

 

 

                                                                       

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://www.edf.org/methane-other-important-greenhouse-gas


 

 

 

 

                                                                3. Readings   

 

 

Key Points of the Paris Climate Pact – 2015 

Sewell Chan, New York Times, December 12, 2015 

 
LE BOURGET, France — The 31-page document that details a landmark agreement 
reached on Saturday could be a turning point in the struggle to contain global warming, 
according to several experts who have been scrutinizing the small but momentous 
changes to the document’s wording. 

Here are some highlights of the agreement. 

• It calls for “holding the increase in the global average temperature to well 
below 2°C above pre-industrial levels and to pursue efforts to limit the 
temperature increase to 1.5°C above pre-industrial levels, recognizing that this would 
significantly reduce the risks and impacts of climate change.” This language recognizes 
the scientific conclusions that an increase in atmospheric temperatures of more than 2 
degrees Celsius, or 3.6 degrees Fahrenheit, would lock the planet into a future of 
catastrophic impacts, including rising sea levels, more devastating floods and droughts, 

https://www.nytimes.com/interactive/2015/12/12/world/paris-climate-change-deal-explainer.html?module=ConversationPieces&region=Body&action=click&pgtype=article
https://www.nytimes.com/2015/12/13/world/europe/climate-change-accord-paris.html?module=ConversationPieces&region=Body&action=click&pgtype=article


widespread food and water shortages and more powerful storms. But it also recognizes 
the scientific conclusions that warming of just 1.5 degrees Celsius, or 2.7 degrees 
Fahrenheit, could present an existential threat to low-lying island nations that would be 
inundated by sea level rise at that rate of increase. But while those nations celebrated 
the inclusion of that 1.5 degree target, it is more aspirational than practical. The national 
plans submitted for the conference would probably result in an increase above 3 degrees 
Celsius. 

• To achieve that goal, countries should “reach global peaking of greenhouse gas 
emissions as soon as possible, recognizing that peaking will take longer for developing 
country parties, and to undertake rapid reductions thereafter.” Advocates say this 
wording sends a clear message to the fossil-fuel industry that much of the world’s 
remaining reserves of coal, oil and gas must stay in the ground and cannot be burned. 
But the agreement does not call, as a previous version did, for “reaching greenhouse gas 
emissions neutrality in the second half of the century,” a provision that oil producers 
fiercely resisted. OPEC states lobbied for language that suggests that at least some fossil 
fuels can continue to burn, as long as the greenhouse gas emissions are absorbed by a 
larger number of “greenhouse sinks” such as new forests. 

• The agreement acknowledges “the importance of averting, minimizing and 
addressing loss and damage associated with the adverse effects of climate change.” 
This was deemed crucial by poor and small-island countries that suffer the most from 
extreme weather and from long-term impacts like droughts. However, this provision 
“does not involve or provide a basis for any liability or compensation,” a point that 
wealthy nations, which did not want to be held financially liable for climate change, 
insisted on. 

• Ahead of the agreement, 186 countries submitted plans detailing how they reduce their 
greenhouse gas pollution through 2025 or 2030. The agreement requires all 
countries to submit updated plans that would ratchet up the stringency of 
emissions by 2020 and every five years thereafter, a time frame that the United States 
and the European Union urged. India had initially sought a 10-year review cycle. 

• The deal requires a global “stocktake” — an overall assessment of how countries 
are doing in cutting their emissions compared to their national plans – starting in 2023, 
every five years. 

• The deal requires countries to monitor, verify and report their greenhouse gas 
emissions using the same global system. The United States has insisted that an 
aggressive system of counting and verifying each nation’s emissions is crucial to the 
success of any plan. The United States had also pushed for the creation of an outside 
panel of experts – a sort of “carbon auditor” to verify nations’ emissions reductions. 
Developing countries, including China and India, had pushed for two separate 
accounting systems – a more stringent one for rich countries, a more lenient one for 
poor countries. The United States scored a victory with the inclusion of the single 
accounting system, but all the details of how it would work, including the creation of the 
outside verifying body, have been punted to the future. 



 

 

 

• The agreement sets up something called a “Capacity-Building Initiative for 
Transparency” to help developing countries meet a new requirement that they 
regularly provide a national “inventory report” of human-caused emissions, by source, 
and track their progress in meeting their national goals. 

• The agreement, which takes effect in 2020, calls on nations to establish “a new 
collective quantified goal” of at least $100 billion a year in climate-related 
financing by 2020. It avoids a specific number, and even the $100 billion-a-year 
aspiration is mentioned in the “decision” part of the document, not the “action” section, 
to avoid triggering a review by the United States Senate. But it makes clear that the $100 
billion — promised in 2009 in Copenhagen — is the bare minimum going forward. 

• When countries update their commitments, they will commit to the “highest 
possible ambition,” but the agreement does not set a numeric target. It 
acknowledges “common but differentiated responsibilities and respective capabilities, in 
the light of different national circumstances.” This language is essential to a country like 
India, which believes it will need some time before it can reach peak emissions, given 
the need to provide 300 million people with electricity. The agreement calls on rich 
countries to engage in “absolute” reductions in emissions, while calling on developing 
ones to “continue enhancing their mitigation efforts.” 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



China and California sign deal to work on 
climate change without Trump 
Governor Jerry Brown says president’s decision to pull the US out of the Paris 
agreement will be only a temporary setback 

 

 

 Xinhua/Li Xueren 
 

 
The Guardian (Associated Press) 
Tuesday 6 June 2017 22.24 EDT 

China and California have signed an agreement to work together on reducing 
emissions, as the state’s governor warned that “disaster still looms” without 
urgent action on climate change. 

https://www.theguardian.com/us-news/california


The governor of California, Jerry Brown, spoke to reporters at an international 
clean energy conference in Beijing about Donald Trump’s decision to pull the 
US out of the Paris agreement, saying it would ultimately prove to be only a 
temporary setback. 

For now, he said, China, European countries and individual US states would 
fill the gap left by the federal government’s decision to abdicate leadership on 
the issue. 

“Nobody can stay on the sidelines. We can’t afford any dropouts in the 
tremendous human challenge to make the transition to a sustainable future,” 
Brown said. “Disaster still looms and we’ve got to make the turn.” 

Brown later held a closed-door meeting with the Chinese president, Xi 
Jinping, during which the two pledged to expand trade between California and 
China with an emphasis on so-called green technologies that could help 
address climate change, Brown said. Trump’s announcement last week that he 
wanted to pull out of the Paris accord did not come up, according to the 
governor. 

“Xi spoke in very positive terms,” Brown told reporters after the meeting. “I 
don’t think there’s any desire to get into verbal battles with President Trump.” 

Trump’s decision drew heavy criticism within the US and internationally, 
including in China, which swiftly recommitted itself to the agreement forged 
with the administration of the former US president Barack Obama. Trump 
argued that the Paris agreement favoured emerging economies such as China’s 
and India’s at the expense of US workers. 

Tuesday’s agreement between California and China’s Ministry of Science and 
Technology effectively sidestepped Trump’s move, bringing about alignment 
on an issue of rising global importance between the world’s second-largest 
economy — China — and California, whose economy is the largest of any U.S. 
state and the sixth largest in the world. 

Brown signed similar collaboration agreements over the past several days with 
leaders in two Chinese provinces, Jiangsu and Sichuan. 

Like the Paris accord, the deals are all non-binding. They call for investments 
in low-carbon energy sources, cooperation on climate research and the 
commercialization of cleaner technologies. The agreements do not establish 
new emission reduction goals. 

https://www.theguardian.com/environment/2017/jun/01/donald-trump-confirms-us-will-quit-paris-climate-deal
https://www.theguardian.com/environment/2017/jun/01/donald-trump-confirms-us-will-quit-paris-climate-deal
https://www.theguardian.com/world/china
https://www.theguardian.com/environment/2017/may/31/china-eu-climate-lead-paris-agreement


The US has long been a major player in the clean energy arena, driving 
innovations in electric cars, renewable power and other sectors of the 
industry. California, with some of the strictest climate controls in the nation, 
has been at the forefront of the sector. 

China in recent years overtook the US as the world leader in renewable power 
development. But it has also struggled to integrate its sprawling wind and 
solar facilities into an electricity grid still dominated by coal-fuelled power 
plants. 

At the same time, Chinese leaders face growing public pressure at home to 
reduce the health-damaging smog that blankets many urban areas. 

China is by far the world’s largest user of coal, which accounts for almost two-
thirds of its energy use and has made it the No 1 emitter of climate-changing 
greenhouse gases. 

Communist party leaders pledged that greenhouse gas emissions would peak 
no later than 2030 under the Paris pact, and start to fall after that. They have 
cancelled the planned construction of more than 100 new coal-fired power 
plants and plan to invest at least $360bn in green energy projects by the end 
of the decade. 

The nation’s consumption of coal fell in 2016 for a third consecutive year, but 
rebounded slightly in 2017. It could meet its 2030 target a decade early. 
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Can China Take the Lead on Climate Change? That Could Be Difficult 

Edward Wong, New York Times, June 2, 2017  

 
President Xi Jinping of China and President Obama at ceremony in Hangzhou announcing the formal 
adoption of the Paris Climate Agreement in 2016.  Photo Stephen Crowley/The New York Times 

As the weeks before an autumn summit meeting in Beijing between the 
presidents of the United States and China ticked down, John F. Kerry, then the 
American secretary of state, tried to seal a deal on climate change. 

He invited China’s senior envoy, Yang Jiechi, to a lunch at Legal Sea Foods 
overlooking the harbor in Boston, Mr. Kerry’s hometown. Mr. Kerry noted that 
the harbor had once been badly polluted but that government efforts and 
regulations had rejuvenated it. 

That meeting nudged China further into climate talks that would result 
in President Obama and President Xi Jinping making a landmark 
announcement in November 2014 that set hard emissions reduction targets for 
the two nations and energized global negotiations for the Paris Agreement. 

Under the Obama administration, tough face-to-face conversations between 
officials from the two countries were critical in getting China, the world’s largest 

http://topics.nytimes.com/top/news/science/topics/globalwarming/index.html?inline=nyt-classifier
http://topics.nytimes.com/top/reference/timestopics/people/o/barack_obama/index.html?inline=nyt-per
http://topics.nytimes.com/top/reference/timestopics/people/x/xi_jinping/index.html?inline=nyt-per
https://www.nytimes.com/2014/11/13/world/asia/climate-change-china-xi-jinping-obama-apec.html
https://www.nytimes.com/2014/11/13/world/asia/climate-change-china-xi-jinping-obama-apec.html


emitter of greenhouse gases, to announce commitments and to step up 
in stressing the need for global efforts to limit the effects of climate change. 

With Washington now ceding global leadership on climate change and at 
least temporarily halting its partnership with Beijing, China may find it 
hard to fill the vacuum. Some of China’s biggest strides in recent years 
came through joint efforts with the United States and their mostly 
friendly superpower rivalry on renewable energy. 

China must now be the world’s standard-bearer by default while trying to 
resolve sharp internal divisions on its own energy future. Its leaders insist that 
nations should abide by the Paris agreement, despite the decision by President 
Trump to withdraw the United States, historically the world’s biggest 
greenhouse gas emitter, from the accord. 

But the importance of Washington in laying the foundation for the Paris accord 
was evident, for example, in the negotiations between the United States and 
India, the third-largest emitter of greenhouses gases. Only after a series of 
meetings between Mr. Obama and Narendra Modi, the prime minister of India, 
did India announce more ambitious climate commitments. 

“Reaching an agreement in Paris depended on the United States, China and a 
small group of key countries pushing each other to be ambitious in their targets 
and holding each other accountable,” said Jonathan Finer, former chief of staff 
and director of policy planning at the State Department. “This same dynamic 
should have resulted in an ongoing effort to ratchet up the fight against climate 
change, which everyone knows is necessary to actually address it. The United 
States pulling out takes a lot of that pressure off.” 

For now, public affirmations of the Paris agreement by Chinese leaders send a 
strong signal to other nations that might be wavering in the wake of the 
withdrawal by the United States. On Thursday, Li Keqiang, prime minister of 
China, said during a visit to Germany to meet with Chancellor Angela Merkel 
that “step by step, and very arduously, together with other countries, we will 
work toward the goals set.” 

China has strong domestic reasons to change its energy structure to increase its 
sources of energy from nonfossil fuel while limiting its use of coal. Ridding 
cities of air pollution from the use of coal is a priority for some leaders. Mr. Li 
has stressed that the government is waging a “war on pollution.” 

But on Friday, Mr. Li and European leaders in Brussels failed, because of a 
trade policy dispute, to endorse a joint statement on climate change. The two 
sides made public affirmations in Berlin on Thursday and in Brussels on Friday 
to work with each other. 

Earlier, it was the United States, and not China, that pushed India to make 
commitments ahead of the Paris summit meeting, even if it was China that 
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helped set an example for large developing nations in the announcement in 
2014 by Mr. Obama and Mr. Xi. In 2015, Mr. Kerry took the unusual step of 
attending a trade fair in Mr. Modi’s home state of Gujarat, India, in order to 
prod Mr. Modi on climate change policy and pave the way for a visit by Mr. 
Obama, who aimed to make the Paris agreement a top priority of discussion 
with Mr. Modi. 

There is still internal resistance in China by some powerful parties to policies 
cutting the use of coal and other fossil fuels. Those interests include the state-
owned energy companies. Some Chinese scholars say global efforts on climate 
change, with the Obama administration at the forefront, gave ammunition to 
Chinese officials trying to push through energy restructuring in the face of 
resistance from companies that profit from the consumption of fossil fuel. 

“The talk of climate change actions is very important because energy reforms 
will inevitably hurt some vested interests,” said Lin Boqiang, an energy scholar 
at Xiamen University who has advised PetroChina, the big Chinese oil producer. 
“Such talk has created favorable conditions for energy reforms, without which 
many things would have been impossible. 

“For instance, solar and wind subsidies were possible because the climate 
change agenda has forced policy makers to turn to a low-carbon economic 
model,” he said. “We know that China has a lot of coal and it’s very cheap, so 
without climate change promises we wouldn’t be talking about the low-carbon 
economy now, and industries such as that of electric cars would have faced 
more hurdles.” 

Mr. Lin added: “China is now No. 1 in the world in installed capacity of wind 
and solar power. This would not be possible without all the talk about climate 
change and a low-carbon economy.” 

But there is still conflict in China over deployment of electricity generated by 
wind and solar sources. Because energy companies with coal-fired power plants 
have advantages in setting up contracts with China’s two main grid companies, 
wind and solar power companies have not been as successful as they should be 
in getting their electricity on the grid, energy analysts say. Coal-based power 
plants are guaranteed sales to the state-owned grid enterprises, so energy 
companies continue to build such plants, even though the existing ones are 
operating at low capacity, a sign of a glut. 

Mr. Lin and other experts say such conflicts can be resolved in favor of clean 
energy if big countries, including the United States, keep up the global push on 
climate change. The retreat of the United States strengthens the positions of 
those who support wider use of fossil fuels, a stand that President Trump and a 
top adviser, Stephen K. Bannon, also take. 

Addressing climate change has also played a role in a wider economic debate in 
China. It has helped officials wanting to make the case that China needs to 
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move from its carbon-intensive economic growth model based on the 
development of infrastructure to a more consumer-driven model, which would 
produce lower emissions. Here, too, the United States withdrawal weakens the 
positions of those officials and bolsters opponents of this more radical 
economic transformation. 

Alex L. Wang, a law professor at the University of California, Los Angeles, who 
studies Chinese environmental regulation, said that while Chinese leaders 
remained committed to the Paris agreement, “the headwinds on 
implementation of climate goals remain strong.” 

“Coal still accounts for 62 percent of China’s energy consumption,” Professor 
Wang said. “Millions of jobs are still tied to coal, steel and other carbon-
intensive industries. Powerful vested interests will continue to push for a 
slowdown in Chinese climate action. There will be a temptation to shift carbon-
intensive activities to western China and abroad. Efforts to improve data quality 
and transparency are ongoing, but require political resolve and resources. The 
U.S. exit from the Paris agreement only helps those interests within China 
opposed to climate action.” 

“The dynamic between the U.S. and China in recent years created a healthy 
competition on clean energy and climate change,” he added. “That dynamic has 
already faltered as Trump has pulled back on climate action. A full exit from the 
Paris agreement will be a final nail in the coffin.” 

How proactive on climate change will China be? The Paris accord was written 
so that countries would push one another to make more ambitious 
commitments in the coming years, with the biggest emitters in the lead. 

“I would hope that China would play a constructive leadership role and 
recognize that their partner the United States will be back at the table one of 
these days,” said Todd D. Stern, the former United States special envoy for 
climate change in the Obama administration. “And one of these days might be 
just a few years from now.” 

James Kanter contributed reporting from Brussels. Owen Guo contributed research from Beijing. 
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President Trump will visit Beijing this week but climate is unlikely to be high on the agenda 
(Image: Shealah Craighead/The White House) 

In advance of President Trump’s first visit to Beijing on Wednesday, Xie Zhenhua, China’s special 
representative for climate change affairs, expressed hope that the US would “come back to the big 
family of the Paris Agreement” and called for renewed US-China cooperation in clean energy. 
 
His comments are a reminder that US-China climate and clean energy cooperation was a high-
profile success story during the Obama administration. Calling climate change a “pillar” of the 
bilateral relationship, President Xi and then-President Obama issued a series of joint presidential 
statements on climate change and expanded US-China energy and environmental engagement. In 
parallel, US-China leadership was seen as a catalyst for the Paris Agreement in December 2015. 

But President Trump has changed course. He’s announced his intention to withdraw the US from the 
Paris Agreement, and narrowed and re-ordered overall priorities in the US-China relationship. 
 
So what’s changed? And what direction might the relationship take over the next few years? 
 
Climate less of a priority 
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Climate change was a prominent feature of nearly every senior US-China dialogue during the 
Obama administration, including presidential summits and cabinet-level meetings such as 
the Strategic and Economic Dialogue. 
 
However, under President Trump, the US is unlikely to make climate change a priority issue in high-
level dialogues with China. President Trump’s appointments, domestic actions, and own words 
indicate that he does not see climate change as a threat or a priority issue in any context, including 
diplomatic. 
 
At the same time, the US has reduced the breadth of its engagement with China, opting to focus on 
a few high priority issues, such as trade and the Korean peninsula, through smaller-scale dialogues, 
further reducing the likelihood that climate change will come up at the highest levels. 
 
China is also unlikely to raise climate change in high-level US-China dialogues at this time, with 
senior Chinese officials likely to focus on stabilising the overall relationship. 
 
Areas of continuity 
 
This downgrading of climate change in the overall US-China relationship is deeply concerning. 
Nevertheless, we see reasons to be optimistic. 
 
Firstly, working-level climate and clean energy cooperation continues. The US and China share 
dozens of ongoing technical and policy exchanges, workshops, pilot projects, and joint research 
related to climate change, clean energy, and environmental protection. Most have multiple-year work 
plans that have continued into the Trump administration, even though climate change is not on the 
agenda for high-level US-China dialogues. 
 
For example, the 8th US-China Energy Efficiency Forum was held last month in Denver. The five 
tracks of the US-China Clean Energy Research Center still hold regular workshops and technical 
dialogues. And the EcoPartnerships programme, begun under the George W Bush administration, 
solicited new proposals this year and announced three new partnerships last month. 
 
Even the US Environmental Protection Agency has continued to engage with China, including by co-
convening the US-China Green Ports and Vessels Initiative in Tianjin in May 2017. 
 
Without high-level attention, some recent US-China initiatives have faded. This summer, Boston 
Mayor Marty Walsh cancelled a planned US-China meeting on climate change and cities because of 
insufficient federal government support. He later re-announced it as an international, rather than 
bilateral, meeting. 
 
But these cancellations are exceptions, not rules. In some cases, US and Chinese counterparts 
have been working constructively together for years to advance policy and technology solutions that 
are beneficial to both countries and to the climate. This trust and willingness to partner continue. 
 
Secondly, US non-federal actors remain committed to climate action, and that includes working with 
China. As the US federal government retreats from a global climate leadership position, American 
cities, states, businesses, philanthropies, and civil society actors are stepping up. 
 
Initiatives like WeAreStillIn, the US Climate Alliance, and Climate Mayorssignal to China and the 
entire world that many in America remain committed to ambitious climate action, as America’s 
Pledge seeks to quantify and communicate these commitments. 
 
California has been particularly active in pushing ongoing US-China momentum for climate 
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cooperation; the state has well over a dozen cooperative agreements with China on climate change, 
clean energy, and the environment, and California Governor Jerry Brown met with President Xi this 
past summer to discuss climate change cooperation and action. 
 
Finally, China remains committed to climate action, both domestically and internationally. As US 
leadership on climate change has splintered, China has repeatedly affirmed its intention to fulfil its 
climate commitments under the Paris Agreement, and continues to push its domestic 
decarbonisation agenda. 
 
China is the world’s largest renewable energy investor, now boasting the greatest 
installed wind and solar capacities, and electric vehicle market. To boost this market, China recently 
adopted the world’s first-ever national zero emission vehicle mandate, and is 
researching banning gasoline and diesel cars altogether. Later this month, China plans to launch 
what is expected to be the world’s largest national emissions trading system. Even as the US federal 
government abandons its climate policies, we see no evidence of China slowing down its transition 
to a low carbon economy. 
 
What to expect 
 
We expect working-level US-China climate and clean energy cooperation to continue but “energy” 
will receive the most attention compared to “climate”. 
 
The Trump administration has promoted fossil fuels while eliminating references to “climate change.” 
Accordingly, existing US-China cooperation addressing fossil fuel-related issues (such as the 
CERC’s Advanced Coal Technology Consortium and the US-China Oil and Gas Industry Forum) is 
likely to achieve greater attention and resources over the coming years than explicitly climate-related 
programmes. 
 
Nevertheless, we expect that most existing programmes will continue – with a low profile if they have 
to – for as long as funding remains. 
 
We may see expanded US-China cooperation in a few energy areas, such as liquefied natural gas 
(LNG), wind, nuclear, and carbon capture, as well as expanded energy-related economic dialogue. 
 
LNG trade, included in the 100-Day Action Plan of the US-China Comprehensive Economic 
Dialogue, is the only specific energy-related issue to have been mentioned so far by the Trump 
administration in the US-China context, and is a fertile area for expanded US-China engagement. 
 
In addition to balancing overall bilateral trade, LNG exports from the US to China could contribute to 
China’s efforts to improve air quality and transition to a low-carbon future by quickly switching from 
scattered coal to gas. 
 
There may be opportunities for expanded cooperation on wind, given US Ambassador to China 
Terry Branstad’s successful wind legacy from when he was governor of Iowa. 
 
Nuclear energy and carbon capture were also flagged as opportunities by US Department of Energy 
Secretary Rick Perry during his visit to Beijing in June. 
 
More broadly, the Trump administration may find opportunities for expanded dialogue with China 
related to the economic impacts of the clean energy transition and/or energy trade. 
 
During the Obama administration, cooperation and dialogue on climate and clean energy were 
valuable not just for their content but because they produced positive news about the world’s two 
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most influential nations working constructively together, and served as a bright spot in the overall 
US-China relationship. 
 
As this new phase of the US-China bilateral relationship matures, there are some early signs that the 
Trump administration also recognises the diplomatic value of such positive stories. For example, 
“environment” – even including “addressing climate change issues” – was mentioned as a 
cooperative area outcome of the US-China Social and Cultural Dialogue in September 2017. 
 
Regardless of what happens at the federal level, international action by US non-federal actors will 
expand and increase in profile. Local governments, businesses, technology developers, civil society, 
philanthropies, and other non-federal actors have major roles to play in creating and enlarging the 
new growth engines of low-carbon investment, trade, and research and development. 
 
In particular, California’s international leadership will continue, culminating in September 2018 at 
Governor Jerry Brown’s Climate Action Summit, at which we expect robust Chinese participation. 
 
We also expect that other states, such as Washington, which already has a strong history of clean 
energy engagement with China, will expand their international profiles, including by working with 
China. 
 
As former senior government and government-affiliated officials, we believe in the value – indeed, 
the imperative – of ongoing US-China engagement on climate change. 
 
In this new era of the US-China bilateral relationship, we see reasons to be optimistic that US-China 
climate and clean energy cooperation will remain strong. 
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Gov. Brown says fallout from Trump quitting Paris accord is 'far more serious than 

anyone is saying', Evan Halper, Los Angeles Times, June 1, 2018  

   

 



California Gov. Jerry Brown addresses the University of California Carbon and 

Climate Neutrality Summit in San Diego. (Howard Lipin / San Diego Union-

Tribune) 

  

His promised coal renaissance sputtered. Rollbacks of environmental 

protections are tangled in court. Even automakers aren’t on board for his push 

toward heavier-polluting cars. 

But even so, a year after President Trump pulled out of the landmark Paris 

accord on climate change, the struggle to contain global warming has grown 

considerably more complicated without the prodding and encouragement 

once provided by the U.S. government. 

And though many in the climate movement hope progress toward cutting 

emissions can continue despite Trump’s retreat, there are growing doubts 

about reaching the Paris agreement’s goal of limiting global warming to 2 

degrees Celsius, if Washington does not re-engage soon. 

In an interview, Gov. Jerry Brown acknowledged the hope felt by many 

climate activists because of efforts from states like his and by private 

companies. But he also said the world is only just beginning to feel the 

environmental harm inflicted by the Trump administration. 
 

 “He has set in motion initiatives that will cause damage,” Brown said, 

comparing the planet under Trump’s climate policies to a person who has just 

fallen from the top of the Empire State Building. “You are falling down four 

stories, but have 80 to go,” he said. “Maybe you are not damaged yet, but it is 

certain you will die.” 

The governor said his overriding concern is that global progress has stalled. 

“This is real,” Brown said. “It is far more serious than anybody is saying.” 

Yet even in these dark days for climate action, plunging natural gas and 

renewable energy costs, as well as the grit of state and local leaders 



determined to carry on without Washington — and to fight it in court — have 

bought the movement some time. 

Interview: 'If Trump is left to his own devices, he will cause serious 

damage that will cost lives,' Gov. Brown warns » 

Some activists are increasingly optimistic that they can wait this 

administration out. They are diligently crunching numbers and preparing 

reports to unveil at the global climate summit Brown is hosting in California in 

September. That’s when new benchmarks will be proposed for getting the 

nation back on track for meeting its Paris commitments. 

And in many ways, Trump has proved far less competent at dismantling 

climate action than initially feared, they say. 

“Teddy Roosevelt talked about speaking softly and carrying a big stick,” said 

Nigel Purvis, a climate negotiator during the Clinton and George W. Bush 

administrations and chief executive of the firm Climate Advisers. “Donald 

Trump is tweeting loudly and carrying fiddlesticks. The level of damage is not 

as much as one might have thought given all the tweeting and speeches.” 

Coal plants have continued shutting down at a brisk pace since Trump took 

office. The costs of renewable energy continue to fall, even after Trump 

slapped tariffs on foreign-made solar panels crucial to the industry’s growth. 

Led by California, states representing 40% of the U.S. population are pushing 

ahead with innovative strategies to drive their emissions down, and are on 

track to meet their states’ benchmarks under the Paris agreement. 

The group, called the U.S. Climate Alliance, on Thursday rolled out a fresh set 

of actions it will take to keep the U.S. moving toward its Paris commitments. 

They include policy innovations that put the coalition — which collectively 

represents an economy larger than most industrialized nations — at the 

forefront of the climate movement. The alliance has grown to include three 

states with Republican governors. 

In yet another sign of how much of the nation is moving in the opposite 

direction as the Trump administration, McDonald’s has joined such 

companies as Walmart and Citigroup in pledging to abide by the Paris 

agreement. It is a heavy lift for a company serving 69 million people a day — 

one that will mean upending its supply chain for beef and packaging. The 
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emissions it will cut by 2030 are roughly equal to the amount of greenhouse 

gasses 32 million passenger cars create in a year. 

It’s all encouraging, said Marc Hafstead, an economist at the Washington 

think tank Resources for the Future, but it falls far short of getting the country 

where it needs to be. “If we are going to take this target seriously, we need 

federal action,” he said. “There is still time. We can still do something in 2020 

or 2021 or after.” The more time that goes by, the bigger that something must 

be. Hafstead anticipates a national policy of pricing carbon will be essential. 

Such policies are proving politically challenging even in the states most bullish 

on climate action. California is the only one that has achieved economy-wide 

carbon pricing so far. Efforts in other Western states have fizzled. Even if a 

move afoot to impose a California-style carbon pricing plan in several New 

England states succeeds, that would still leave 93% of the nation’s emissions 

free of such levies. 

There is another big problem states are finding themselves hard-pressed to 

tackle: automobiles. Even the aggressive Obama-era fuel economy standards 

the Trump administration is trying to scrap do not go far enough in reducing 

vehicle emissions, which recently became the nation’s biggest contributor to 

climate change, surpassing power plants. 

States are trying to do their part by building vast charging networks that will 

encourage drivers to move into electric vehicles. But even as other nations set 

timelines for banning combustion engines, sales of zero-emissions vehicles in 

the U.S. are minuscule. 

“How do you achieve this massive shift in consumer and automaker behavior 

that gets the majority of vehicles sold in next few years into the zero-emissions 

category?” said Kate Larsen, a director at Rhodium Group, a research firm 

that tracks the progress nations are making in meeting climate goals. 

“No one has a clear idea of how to do that on the time frame we need.” 

Larsen said that by 2030, at least half the vehicles sold — and possibly as 

many as 75% — would probably need to be zero emissions to keep global 

warming from exceeding the 2-degree Celsius mark. But the U.S. is nowhere 

near on track to hit that goal. Current projections show that only 9% of the 

cars on the road will be zero emissions in 2025. 



“That would require a huge ramp-up for the next five years,” Larsen said. 

Getting there without federal action could be impossible. The same goes for 

placing new controls on industrial emissions that climate analysts say will be 

essential to containing global warming. 

Even as he leads the push to do as many of these things as possible in the 

absence of federal leadership, Brown warns it won’t be enough if Washington 

does not get back on board. 

But Brown sees one tiny silver lining in an administration full of climate 

denial: the White House retreat has made for a lot of headlines that have 

galvanized the climate movement. 

“This conflict of Trump versus Paris, Trump versus climate change, acts with a 

catalytic force that is increasing intensity of this issue and actually 

encouraging climate action,” Brown said. “We are not going to meet the 

[Paris] goal on the track that we are now on. But this track can be altered. 

With sufficient political change, we can get back on track.” 
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                                             4.  Website Exploration  

United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change  

http://unfccc.int/paris_agreement/items/9485.php 

http://unfccc.int/paris_agreement/items/9485.php


U.S. China Clean Energy Research Center (CERC) 

http://www.us-china-cerc.org/ 

 

 

 

COP 23 Fiji – UN Climate Change Conference, Bonn 2017 -18 - 

Achievements 

https://cop23.com.fj/key-achievements-cop23/ 

 

Under2 Coalition – a coalition of over 200 governments committed to keeping global 

temperature rises below 2 degrees C 

http://www.under2coalition.org/ 

 

California Climate Change – Chinese Partnerships, See International Agreements China 

http://climatechange.ca.gov/climate_action_team/partnerships.html 

 

NASA: Climate Change and Global Warming  

  https://climate.nasa.gov/ 

United States Climate Alliance - a bipartisan coalition of governors committed to 

reducing greenhouse gas emissions consistent with the goals of the Paris Agreement 

https://www.usclimatealliance.org/ 

 

We are Still In – U.S. State, local, and business leaders united to support climate action 

to meet the Paris Agreement 

https://www.wearestillin.com/ 

406 US Climate Mayors commit to adopt, honor and uphold Paris Climate Agreement goals 
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www.climate-mayors.org 

 

Climate Nexus - a strategic communications group dedicated to highlighting the impacts of 

climate change and clean energy solutions in the United States 

https://climatenexus.org/ 

 

CICERO, Center for International Climate Research – Norway’s leading institute for 

climate research 

https://www.cicero.oslo.no/en 

 

Climate Works Foundation - a non-governmental organization working with funders, 

regional and research partners, and other climate leaders to strengthen philanthropy’s response 

to climate change  

https://www.climateworks.org/about-us/ 

Drawdown – 100 Solutions to Reduce Global Warming  

http://www.drawdown.org/solutions-summary-by-rank 
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5. Supplementary Articles and Videos  

After the Paris Climate Deal  

Humans Causing Climate to Change 170 Times Faster than 
Natural Forces, The Guardian, Feb. 12. 2017 
 
https://www.theguardian.com/environment/2017/feb/12/humans-causing-climate-to-
change-170-times-faster-than-natural-forces 
 

UN warns of 'unacceptable' greenhouse gas emissions gap, The 
Guardian, Oct. 31. 2017 
 
https://www.theguardian.com/environment/2017/oct/31/un-warns-of-

unacceptable-greenhouse-gas-emissions-gap 

 

Here’s How Far the World Is From Meeting Its Climate Goals, 
NYT, Nov. 6, 2017 
 

https://www.nytimes.com/interactive/2017/11/06/climate/world-emissions-goals-

far-off-course.html?hp&action=click&pgtype=Homepage&clickSource=story-

heading&module=second-column-region&region=top-news&WT.nav=top-news 

 

There Are Two Rival U.S. Delegations At The Bonn Climate 
Summit. Which One Speaks For America?, Forbes, Nov. 6, 2017  

https://www.forbes.com/sites/davekeating/2017/11/06/there-are-two-rival-u-s-

delegations-at-the-bonn-climate-summit-which-one-speaks-for-

america/#5dbe62881e96 
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As U.S. Sheds Role as Climate Change Leader, Who Will Fill the 

Void, NYT, Nov. 12, 2017 

 

https://www.nytimes.com/2017/11/12/climate/bonn-climate-change.html?_r=0 

 

 

Why China Wants to Lead on Climate, but Clings to Coal (for 

Now), NYT, Nov. 14, 2017 
https://www.nytimes.com/2017/11/14/climate/china-

coal.html?rref=collection%2Fsectioncollection%2Fscience&action=click&contentCollection=scie

nce&region=stream&module=stream_unit&version=latest&contentPlacement=1&pgtype=secti

onfront&_r=0 

China meets 2020 carbon target ahead of schedule: Xinhua, Reuters, 
March 27, 2018 
    

https://www.reuters.com/article/us-china-climatechange-carbon/china-meets-2020-carbon-

target-ahead-of-schedule-xinhua-idUSKBN1H312U 

 

Climate change: Michael Bloomberg pledges $4.5m for Paris deal, 

BBC, April 23, 2018 

https://www.bbc.com/news/world-us-canada-43860590 

Trump Wants to Bail Out Coal and Nuclear Power. Here’s Why 
That Will Be Hard, NYT, June 13, 2018 

 
https://www.nytimes.com/interactive/2018/06/13/climate/coal-nuclear-
bailout.html?hp&action=click&pgtype=Homepage&clickSource=story-
heading&module=photo-spot-region&region=top-news&WT.nav=top-news 
 
Trump Administration Axes Funding For NASA System That Monitors 
Greenhouse Gases, Huffington Post, May 11, 2018 
 
https://www.huffingtonpost.com/entry/nasa-greenhouse-gas-monitoring-

killed_us_5af50a35e4b0e57cd9f7db6b 
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New Group, With Conservative Credentials, Plans Push for a 
Carbon Tax, NYT, June 19, 2018 

https://www.nytimes.com/2018/06/19/climate/carbon-tax-climate-change.html 

 

 

 

Extreme Weather Events 

 
Satellites captured an infrared image of Hurricane Maria's cloud top temperatures as it headed for Puerto Rico on Sept. 19, 2017. Credit: NASA-NRL 

 

 
Climate Change - Extreme winter weather becoming more common as 
Arctic warms, study finds, The Guardian, March 13, 2018 

 

https://www.theguardian.com/environment/2018/mar/13/extreme-winter-weather-
becoming-more-common-as-arctic-warms-study-finds 

https://www.nytimes.com/2018/06/19/climate/carbon-tax-climate-change.html
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How Global Warming Fueled Five Extreme Weather Events, 

NYT, Dec. 14, 2017 
 

https://www.nytimes.com/2017/12/14/climate/climate-extreme-weather-attribution.html?_r=0 

 

How We Know It Was Climate Change, NYT, Dec. 29, 2017 

https://www.nytimes.com/2017/12/29/opinion/sunday/climate-change-
global-warming.html?action=click&pgtype=Homepage&clickSource=story-
heading&module=opinion-c-col-left-region&region=opinion-c-col-left-
region&WT.nav=opinion-c-col-left-region 

 

Avoid Gulf Stream disruption at all costs, scientists warn, The 
Guardian, April 13, 2018 

https://www.theguardian.com/environment/2018/apr/13/avoid-at-all-costs-gulf-
streams-record-weakening-prompts-warnings-global-warming 
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Melting Glaciers  

US Glacier national park losing its glaciers with just 26 of 150 left 
https://www.theguardian.com/environment/2017/may/11/us-glacier-national-park-is-losing-its-

glaciers-with-just-26-of-150-left 

 

 

 
(UPI Photo/NASA/GRACE team/DLR/Ben Holt Sr.)  
|  

 

Miles of Ice Collapsing into the Sea – Antarctic Dispatches, NYT, Part 1 

 
https://www.nytimes.com/interactive/2017/05/18/climate/antarctica-ice-melt-climate-

change.html?hp&action=click&pgtype=Homepage&clickSource=story-

heading&module=second-column-region&region=top-news&WT.nav=top-news 
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Looming Floods, Threatened Cities – Antarctic Dispatches, NYT, Part 2 

 
https://www.nytimes.com/interactive/2017/05/18/climate/antarctica-ice-melt-climate-change-

flood.html?rref=collection%2Fsectioncollection%2Fscience&action=click&contentCollection=scie

nce&region=rank&module=package&version=highlights&contentPlacement=2&pgtype=sectionf

ront&_r=0 

 

Racing to Find Answers in the Ice – Antarctic Dispatches, NYT, Part 3 

 
https://www.nytimes.com/interactive/2017/05/18/climate/antarctica-ice-melt-climate-change-

science.html 

 

 
Friis Hills Credit: Jonathan Corum/New York Times 
 

New York Times Antarctic Dispatches – Virtual Reality 

 
https://www.nytimes.com/interactive/2017/climate/antarctica-virtual-reality.html?_r=0 
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Losing Larson  
http://fingfx.thomsonreuters.com/gfx/rngs/ANTARCTICA-LARSEN/010041G835K/index.html 

 

 

Global Warming – Greenland’s Melting Glaciers May Someday Flood Your City, 

CNN Interactive, November 30, 2017 

http://www.cnn.com/interactive/2017/11/world/greenland-global-warning/ 

 

Scientists lay out how to save a melting Antarctica -- and the grim 
future if we don't, CNN, June 13, 2018 

https://www.cnn.com/2018/06/13/health/melting-sea-ice-antarctica-

study/index.html 

 

Sea Level Rise   

 
The Three-degree World: the cities that will be drowned by global 

warming, UN is warning that we are now on course for 3C of global 

warming, The Guardian, Nov. 3, 2017 

https://www.theguardian.com/cities/ng-interactive/2017/nov/03/three-degree-
world-cities-drowned-global-warming 

 
 

Rising Waters Threaten China’s Rising Cities, NYT, April 7, 2017 

https://www.nytimes.com/interactive/2017/04/07/world/asia/climate-change-china.html 
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In the Miami area, the daily high-water mark has been rising almost an inch a year.                       I-

Illustration - Jacob Escobedo for the New Yorker 

 

The Fight against Climate Change: Four Cities Leading the Way in 

Trump Era, June 12, 2017  

 

https://www.theguardian.com/cities/2017/jun/12/climate-change-trump-

new-york-city-san-francisco-houston-miami 

 
Flooding from sea level rise threatens over 300,000 US coastal homes – 
study, The Guardian, June 18, 2018 

 

https://www.theguardian.com/environment/2018/jun/17/sea-level-rise-impact-us-
coastal-homes-study-climate-change 

 

Satellite observations show sea levels rising, and climate change is 
accelerating it, CNN, February 12, 2018 

https://www.cnn.com/2018/02/12/world/sea-level-rise-accelerating/index.html 
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Human Health and Wellbeing   

 

 



 
Source: washingtonpost.com 

Another deadly consequence of climate change: The spread of 
dangerous diseases, Washington Pose, May 30, 2017  
 
https://www.washingtonpost.com/opinions/another-deadly-consequence-
of-climate-change-the-spread-of-dangerous-
diseases/2017/05/30/fd3b8504-34b1-11e7-b4ee-
434b6d506b37_story.html?utm_term=.e773c83aae1b 
 

Climate Change is Turning Dehydration into Deadly Disease, BBC, 

April 18, 2017 

 

http://www.bbc.com/earth/story/20170418-climate-change-is-turning-

dehydration-into-a-deadly-disease 

 
Climate change to cause humid heatwaves that will kill even 
healthy people, The Guardian, August 2, 2017 

https://www.theguardian.com/environment/2017/aug/02/climate-change-to-cause-
humid-heatwaves-that-will-kill-even-healthy-people 
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In Zika Epidemic, a Warning on Climate Change, NYT, Feb.2, 
2016 

 

https://www.nytimes.com/2016/02/21/world/americas/in-zika-epidemic-a-warning-
on-climate-change.html 

 

Tick and Mosquito Infections Spreading Rapidly, C.D.C. Finds, New York 
Times, May 1, 2018 

 

https://www.nytimes.com/2018/05/01/health/ticks-mosquitoes-
diseases.html?rref=collection%2Fsectioncollection%2Fhealth&action=click&contentCol
lection=health&region=rank&module=package&version=highlights&contentPlacement
=1&pgtype=sectionfront 

Climate change 'impacts women more than men', BBC, March 8, 2018 
 

https://www.bbc.com/news/science-environment-43294221 

 

 
Climate Change: Why the Tropical Poor Will Suffer Most, MIT 
Technology Review, June 17, 2015 

https://www.technologyreview.com/s/538586/climate-change-why-the-tropical-
poor-will-suffer-most/ 

 

 

 

Why What We Eat is Crucial to the Climate Change Issue, The Guardian, 

March 5, 2018 

 
https://www.theguardian.com/environment/2018/mar/05/why-what-we-eat-is-crucial-to-the-

climate-change-question 
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The Case for a Carbon Tax on Beef, NYT, March 17, 2018 

 

https://www.nytimes.com/2018/03/17/opinion/sunday/carbon-tax-on-
beef.html?action=click&pgtype=Homepage&clickSource=story-
heading&module=opinion-c-col-left-region&region=opinion-c-col-left-
region&WT.nav=opinion-c-col-left-region 

 

Innovations  

 

Scientists aim to fight climate change with super plants, Los Angeles Times, 

Nov. 17, 2018 (Salk Institute for Biological Studies, San Diego launches 

Harnessing Plants initiative) 

http://www.latimes.com/science/sciencenow/la-sci-sn-climate-change-plants-20171117-

htmlstory.html 

Here's how California could change its cap-and-trade program for climate 
change 
http://www.latimes.com/politics/la-pol-sac-cap-trade-ideas-20170511-htmlstory.html 
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California Set and Ambitious Goal for Fighting Global Warming -  Now Comes the 

Hard Part. (Article and Video) 

http://www.latimes.com/politics/la-pol-sac-california-climate-policies-20170511-story.html 

 

How Oman’s Rocks could Help Save the Planet, New York Times. April 26, 
2018 

 

https://www.nytimes.com/interactive/2018/04/26/climate/oman-rocks.html 

How Microsoft Is Using Artificial Intelligence to Fight Climate Change, Nasdag, 

April 6, 2018 

https://www.nasdaq.com/article/how-microsoft-is-using-artificial-intelligence-to-

fight-climate-change-cm944514 

 

VIDEO:   https://futurism.com/videos/microsoft-using-ai-help-farmers-fight-

climate-change-enough/ 

 

 

The Amazing Ways We Can Use AI to Tackle Climate Change, Forbes, 
February 21, 2018 

https://www.forbes.com/sites/bernardmarr/2018/02/21/the-amazing-ways-we-can-

use-ai-to-tackle-climate-change/#6b998b64a357 

 

http://www.latimes.com/politics/la-pol-sac-california-climate-policies-20170511-story.html
https://www.nytimes.com/interactive/2018/04/26/climate/oman-rocks.html
https://www.nasdaq.com/article/how-microsoft-is-using-artificial-intelligence-to-fight-climate-change-cm944514
https://www.nasdaq.com/article/how-microsoft-is-using-artificial-intelligence-to-fight-climate-change-cm944514
https://futurism.com/videos/microsoft-using-ai-help-farmers-fight-climate-change-enough/
https://futurism.com/videos/microsoft-using-ai-help-farmers-fight-climate-change-enough/
https://www.forbes.com/sites/bernardmarr/2018/02/21/the-amazing-ways-we-can-use-ai-to-tackle-climate-change/%236b998b64a357
https://www.forbes.com/sites/bernardmarr/2018/02/21/the-amazing-ways-we-can-use-ai-to-tackle-climate-change/%236b998b64a357


                                                                                       

 

To Simulate Climate Change, Scientists Build Miniature Worlds 

https://www.nytimes.com/2017/05/11/science/climate-change-simulation-miniature-
world.html?mabReward=CTM1&recp=0&action=click&pgtype=Homepage&region=CColumn&
module=Recommendation&src=rechp&WT.nav=RecEngine 

 
Could sprinkling sand save the Arctic's shrinking sea ice?, The 
Guardian, April 23, 2018 
 
https://www.theguardian.com/world/2018/apr/23/sprinkling-sand-save-arctic-
shrinking-sea-ice 
 

 
Seeding the Clouds, Should We Mess with Our Earth’s Climate, 
Forbes, June 22, 2017  
 
https://www.forbes.com/sites/jamesconca/2017/06/22/seeding-the-clouds-
should-we-mess-with-our-earths-climate/#3669a9e696cd 

 

An Awesome View at America’s First Offshore Wind Farm 

https://www.nytimes.com/2017/05/11/science/climate-change-simulation-miniature-world.html?mabReward=CTM1&recp=0&action=click&pgtype=Homepage&region=CColumn&module=Recommendation&src=rechp&WT.nav=RecEngine
https://www.nytimes.com/2017/05/11/science/climate-change-simulation-miniature-world.html?mabReward=CTM1&recp=0&action=click&pgtype=Homepage&region=CColumn&module=Recommendation&src=rechp&WT.nav=RecEngine
https://www.nytimes.com/2017/05/11/science/climate-change-simulation-miniature-world.html?mabReward=CTM1&recp=0&action=click&pgtype=Homepage&region=CColumn&module=Recommendation&src=rechp&WT.nav=RecEngine
https://www.theguardian.com/world/2018/apr/23/sprinkling-sand-save-arctic-shrinking-sea-ice
https://www.theguardian.com/world/2018/apr/23/sprinkling-sand-save-arctic-shrinking-sea-ice
https://www.forbes.com/sites/jamesconca/2017/06/22/seeding-the-clouds-should-we-mess-with-our-earths-climate/%233669a9e696cd
https://www.forbes.com/sites/jamesconca/2017/06/22/seeding-the-clouds-should-we-mess-with-our-earths-climate/%233669a9e696cd


https://www.nytimes.com/video/science/100000005024358/block-island-wind-farm-turbine-360-

video.html?hp&clickSource=story-heading&WT.nav=top-

news&action=click&pgtype=Homepage&module=VideoThumb&region=AColumn 
 

China’s latest energy megaproject shows that coal really is on the way out, 
Business Insider, March 19, 2018 

 
http://www.businessinsider.com/china-floating-solar-farm-coal-mine-
renewable-energy-2018-1 
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Thought Piece: 

     

    Jon Han 

The Existential Threat of Climate Change and How Best 

to Message the Planet - What to Know - How to 

Communicate? 

 

 



1. In a keynote address, climate scientist Veerabhadran Ramanathan, a 
professor of atmospheric and climate sciences at UC San Diego, made the 
case that climate change now poses an existential threat to our civilization. 
"Climate change can reach crisis levels in this century, affecting rich and 
poor alike," he said. "It is an urgent problem and requires urgent 
solutions." 

Climate change experts focus on solutions in face of shifting U.S. policy – UC Santa Cruz Climate 
Conference, February 24-25, 2017 
 

 
Read and discuss a report from the UC Santa Cruz Climate Conference:   
 
   https://news.ucsc.edu/2017/02/climate-change.html 
 
 

2. “Most science teachers, according to one recent survey, spend at most 
two hours on the subject (climate change).”   

Read the article: 
 
“Climate Science Meets a Stubborn Obstacle: Students”, Amy Harmon, NYT, 6-4-17 

 

https://www.nytimes.com/2017/06/04/us/education-climate-change-science-class-

students.html 

Discuss these follow up questions from the New York Times, student 
opinion article by Natalie Proulx, “Should Schools Teach about Climate 
Change?”, Feb. 18, 2018 

— Do you think schools should teach about climate change? Why or why 
not? 

— If so, what should students be required to know? Should they learn 
about the natural and human causes of global warming? Should they 
learn about solutions? Should they learn about the politics related to it? 
Why do you think these topics should or should not be included in 
science curriculum? 

— In your opinion, does your school teach climate science appropriately? 
Would you want to learn more or less about it than you already are? Why 
or why not? 

 

https://news.ucsc.edu/2017/02/climate-change.html
https://www.nytimes.com/2017/06/04/us/education-climate-change-science-class-students.html
https://www.nytimes.com/2017/06/04/us/education-climate-change-science-class-students.html


-What do you think are the best approaches to teaching and learning 
about climate change? Taking field trips to observe changes in your local 
natural environment? Applying climate science to your own life and 
culture? Considering global warming through math, art, civics, novels 
and cooking? Conducting experiments to test theories about human 
impact on the environment? 

-What are the best ways you have learned about climate change? What 
other ideas do you have? 

Entire article here: 

https://www.nytimes.com/2018/02/08/learning/should-schools-teach-about-climate-change.html 

https://www.nytimes.com/2018/02/08/learning/should-schools-teach-about-climate-change.html
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